Metaphor Or Similes For Deforestation
simile and metaphor student worksheet - metaphors and similes on your own paper, find the simile or
metaphor and write it down. next, write the words being compared on your notebook paper. finally, write the
meaning of the simile or metaphor based on the context of the sentence. 1. the baby was like an octopus,
grabbing at all the cans on the grocery store shelves. 2. similes or metaphors - k5learning - similes or
metaphors fifth grade vocabulary worksheet online reading & math for k-5 k5learning a simile is a figure of
speech that directly compares two things. a metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison
between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common. lesson 8 similes, metaphors, and
personification - level 5, lesson 8 – similes, metaphors, and personification 53 a. below are several
sentences. if a metaphor is present, write a simile to take its place. if a simile is present, write a metaphor to
take its place. it is fine to slightly modify your sentences in your answers. 1. mike is a chef when he’s in the
kitchen. name: date: worksheet : figures of speech - metaphors ... - similes compare unlike objects with
the typical words 'like' or 'as'. metaphors compare common traits among unlike things. hyperbole is
exaggeration. personification is a figure of speech where human characteristics are given to something
nonhuman. directions: identify the following as simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. 1. metaphor
and similes in literature: a challenge similes ... - metaphor and similes in literature: a challenge you
know that metaphors and similes compare unlike things and that a simile uses “like” or “as” in the
comparison. it is relatively easy to identify the difference between a metaphor and a simile when they are
straightforward. but, can you name: period: date: similes and metaphors - a metaphor is a figure of
speech in which two unlike things are compared without the use of like or as. a metaphor takes the form of a
direct statement (or direct comparison ). for example: dad is a bear today. metaphors are often defined by
their use of the word is, as compared to similes which use the words like or as. metaphors in the psalms* turning points - the fact that metaphor is ﬁrst of all a comparison makes it akin to simile. the perennial
debate about whether metaphor and simile are twins or opposites is not an issue in the psalms. metaphors in
the psalms are simply elliptical or compressed similes. in fact, most similes can be turned smilie, metaphor,
hyperbole, personification - an expression comparing one thing to another using “like” or “as” simile (simuh-lee) she ran like the wind. these similes compare running and the wind using “like”or “as.” she ran as fast
as
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